
 

LE MANS 2023 : TYRE WARMER MAKE A 
COMEBACK TO ENSURE SAFETY AND 
PERFORMANCE IN THE MOST IMPORTANT 
RACE OF THE YEAR 

In the next edition of the world's most important endurance race, the FIA and 
ACO have exceptionally approved the use of thermal blankets to bring the 
tires to temperature during the race.

Starting this year, the regulations have banned the use of tyre warmer to 
eliminate energy-consuming devices required to bring the tyres to 
temperature, moving towards a more sustainable philosophy.

However, there have been several incidents in the early races at Sebring and 
SPA, where some teams experienced various issues and damaged cars 
because the risk of losing control with tires outside the correct temperature 
range is very high with these high-performance cars.

Safety has prevailed for this race, with a promise to continue towards a 
sustainable approach in the future.

Why do tyres lose grip when used outside 
the temperature range ?
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Firstly, it is important to note that tyres designed for motorsport are 
engineered to work within temperature ranges of 80°C to 120°C.

This range narrows down based on various factors such as tyre compound, 
carcass type, and tyre manufacturing.

 

The graph above shows the relationship between grip level and temperature. 
If we stay within the correct temperature range, the grip will reach its 
maximum value. However, it will decrease significantly if the temperature is 
too high or too low. Excessive heat can cause blistering, while low 
temperatures can lead to graining effect.

In endurance races like the 24 Hours, there are various race scenarios that 
result in tyre starting temperatures significantly outside the zone of maximum 
performance if they are not preheated. Consider night stints where the 
ambient temperature can be around 10°C.  
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In the early laps, tyres at such low temperatures have significantly lower grip 
levels than what is required by GT cars.

Different strategies were implemented to quickly heat up the tyres in the 
early races where the use of tyre warmer was prohibited:

1. Running very low tyre pressures to immediately engage the tyre 
carcass and bring them to temperature.

2. Brake balance adjustments aimed at rapidly heating the braking system 
and thus radiating heat towards the wheel and tyres.

3. Interior vents in the car to direct hot air towards the tyres.
All these strategies aimed to compensate for the low temperatures in the 
early laps, but their effectiveness was not always consistent. Additionally, 
endurance races involve gentleman drivers who may not have the necessary 
experience to handle significantly lower grip levels in the initial laps, 
compromising safety.

 

Therefore, it is crucial in motorsport to utilize tyres within the correct 
temperature range to achieve maximum performance and minimize 
degradation. 
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